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Summary:
Skoda cars have an excellent reputation for producing quality cars at a fair price. In Ireland

Gone are the days of the Skoda jokes, where Skoda was classed with Lada and Polski Fiat. Skoda
There are only three basic models, Fabia, Octavia and Superb.
The models have been designed to fit in between the conventio...
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Article Body:
Skoda cars have an excellent reputation for producing quality cars at a fair price. In Ireland

Gone are the days of the Skoda jokes, where Skoda was classed with Lada and Polski Fiat. Skoda
There are only three basic models, Fabia, Octavia and Superb.

The models have been designed to fit in between the conventional size classes, for example the

The diesel engined Skoda Octavia has brilliant fuel economy at around 700 miles/1100 kilometre
Rear legroom isn’t brilliant, compensation for a big boot, but plenty big enough for a family

As for handling the Skoda Octavia beats the equivalent Volkswagens due to it’s stiffer and bet
Comfortable on long distances, but the road noise level is noticeable.

The Skoda Octavia Estate car just goes on and on. The loading platform seems endless. This est
The New Octavia car is even better value than the older model. The differences on the outside

The Skoda Fabia is quiet at all speeds. Great steering, brakes, and taut body control. Amazing

Skoda’s super efficient air-con does not affect the Fabia’s performance or fuel consumption. H

I think that the skoda diesel engine is the perfect partner for this car as the fuel economy e
The Skoda Fabia is a real Pocket Rocket! The steering is brilliant - very light when you need

The Skoda Fabia estate is an amazing package of space and economy. The 1.2 16v engine delivers

Seats appear to be too uncomfortable at the start as they are very hard, but they soften up an
The ride is wonderful! Very supple for long distance cruising and a great handler. Amazing!
Loaded with kit for the money and you’ll save money with it’s excellent fuel economy.

Nowhere else will you find a value for money car like the Skoda Superb. The Superb has feature

The Skoda Superb really does live up to its name. It is superb in every way - good handling, e

Its actual rear leg-room is even larger than a Mercedes E class.

The top of the range Skoda Superb is a very high quality, well put together and extremely spac

Great engine, smooth auto gearbox, wonderful overtaking ability, relaxed cruising and very eco
Coupled with great features and reasonable price, the Skoda Superb really is value-for-money.
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